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Luisa the First One to Live in the Divine Will 

 
 

V16 – 2.20.24 - After all that my sweet Jesus has told me about His Most Holy Will, I was 
thinking to myself:  ‘How can it ever be possible that there has not been one soul until now 
who has Lived in the Divine Volition, and that I am the First One?  Who knows how many 
others there have been before me, and in a more perfect, a more active way than mine.’  But 
while I was saying this, my always Lovable Jesus moved in my interior and told me:  “My 
daughter, why do you not want to recognize the Gift, the Grace - your Mission of having been 
Called in a Way All Special and New to Live in My Will?  Had there been other souls in My 
Church before you, since the Living in My Will is the most Important thing, the thing which 
interests me the most and for which I care so much, there would have been the traces, the 
norms, the teachings in My Church from those who would have had the chance to Live Life 
in My Will.  There would have been the Knowledges, the Attractions, the Effects and the 
goods which this Living in My Will contains.  Had there been many other Manifestations, I 
would have made use of My Power, making the Sublime Way of Living in My Will Shine forth.  
In view of My great Satisfaction, and in seeing Myself Honored by the soul with the Glory of 
My own Will, I would have put that soul in such a tight corner that she could not have 
resisted Manifesting What I Wanted.  Just as there are sayings and teachings on living 
Resigned, Patient, Obedient, etc., there would have been this also.  It would have been quite 
funny and strange if I had kept the Thing which I Love the most hidden.  Rather, the more 
one Loves something, the more one wants to Make it Known; the more Satisfaction and 
Glory a Way of Living brings Me, the more I Want to Diffuse It.  It is not in the nature of True 
Love to hide what can make others Happy and Rich.  If you knew how I longed for this time 
in which My little Newborn of My Will would come to the Light, to make you Live in My 
Volition; what a Cortege of Grace I Prepared in order to obtain the intent - you would remain 
stunned and would be more grateful and attentive to Me. 

Ah! you do not Know What it Means to Live in My Will.  It means to make the Pure 
Joys of the Purpose of Creation, My Innocent Amusements of the Reason Why I Created man, 
return to Me.  It means to remove from Me all the bitterness that the perfidious human will 
gave Me almost at the Dawn of Creation.  It means a continuous Exchange between human 
will and Divine Will, as the soul, fearing her own, Lives of Mine, while Mine keeps Filling the 
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soul with Joys, Love and Infinite Goods.  Oh! How Happy I feel in being able to give whatever 
I Want to this soul, because My Will contains such Capacity as to be able to receive 
everything.  So, there are no longer divisions between Me and her, but Stable Union in 
operating, in thinking, in loving, because My Will makes up for everything, so we remain in 
Perfect Accord and in Communion of Goods.  This had been the Purpose of the Creation of 
man:  to have him Live as Our own Child and to Place all Our Goods in common with him, so 
that he might be Fully Happy, and We might be Amused with his Happiness. 

Now, to Live in My Will is precisely this:  to have the Purpose, the Joys, the Feasts of 
Creation returned to Us.  And you say that I should have kept it hidden in My Church, 
without letting it come out?  I would have turned Heaven and earth upside down; I would 
have overwhelmed the hearts with an Irresistible Strength, in order to Make Known that 
which shall be the Fulfillment of Creation.  Do you see how much I Care for this Living in My 
Will, which places the Seal upon all My Works, so that all of them may be Complete?  To you, 
perhaps, this may seem nothing, or that there are similar things in My Church.  No, no.  To 
Me, on the contrary, it is the All of My Works, and you must appreciate it as such, and be 
more Attentive in Fulfilling the Mission I Want from you.”  

 

FIAT!!! 

 


